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Introduction
Recently there has been a considerable amount of national
attention directed at the quality of public school teachers.
Teacher education programs have come under increased
scrutiny, accreditation battles are being fought between the
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE) and the Teacher Education Accreditation Council
(TEAC) (Basinger, 1998) (see Figure 1), and stiffer standards are
being set on licensing tests. Underlying these polemics is the
discrepancy between the educational training of teachers and
what they are teaching—that is, their college majors and the
subjects they teach. There are significant mismatches that raise
serious questions about the quality of these teachers and the
control of this quality through licensing exams. In fact,
assessment before, during, and after teacher education can
reveal the quality of who is being admitted to education
programs as well as the quality of those entering the profession.
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Figure 1
Teacher Education Program Accreditation
NCATE vs. TEAC

• Profession-based standards • School-set standards

• 500/1260 teacher education
institutions

• Pilot program (fall 1999)
Indiana University, Syracuse
University, University of
Michigan, and University of
Virginia

• Led by national commission of
educators, government officials,
college presidents, leaders of
teachers' unions

• Spearheaded by college
presidents

• Voluntary • Voluntary

The purpose of this paper is to survey three key assessment
points in the teacher education process: (1) admission,
(2) licensure/initial certification, and (3) standard or advanced
certification. Their roles and potential uses in the process will be
examined. In addition, the psychometric issues pertinent to
these assessments addressed by the soon-to-be-published
revision of the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing
will be discussed.

Teacher Assessment Menu
There are three key courses in the assessment menu:
(1) appetizer, (2) entree, and (3) dessert. The characteristics of
these courses are outlined in Figure 2.
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Appetizer
Before entering teacher preparation programs, students are
required to take buckets of tests, beginning with standard
college admissions examinations. Once students are admitted,
they may need to pass basic skills tests in their freshman year
to enter elementary education programs or similar tests as
sophomores to enter the school/college of education for
secondary education preparation. These different tests provide
us with a first glimpse of teacher quality before they even begin
their training. At present, quality control is focused on licensure
tests to protect public school students from unprepared or
incompetent teachers. Perhaps if we shift attention to the
quality of candidates entering, we may be able to predict the
quality of those exiting. If standards were defined for what is
expected—that is, the outcomes of teacher education—we could
project the quality of entry characteristics onto exit
characteristics.

Entree
Once a candidate completes a teacher education program, he or
she takes a licensure test that may measure either content or
pedagogy, or both. This test is typically used as a screening net
to capture the competent and discard the incompetent. The
standards of teacher education are reflected in these tests by
virtue of what is being measured and the passing score that is
set (INTASC, 1992). At present, 28 states require teachers to
pass subject-area tests; only 13 require pedagogy tests.
Unfortunately, the latter states are not the same as the former.
President Clinton in his January 1999 State of the Union
Address proposed that all states be required to test both the
subject-matter knowledge and teaching-skill performance of
prospective teachers (Burd, 1999).

If we knew the degree of association between scores on the
admissions tests and the passing or failing of the licensure tests,
would not that information be useful in profiling the types of
candidates who should enter the teaching profession? Such
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biserial correlation and predictive validity evidence could be
highly informative of the quality of the pool both entering and
exiting teacher education. At present, it seems that regardless
of the caliber of students entering, the screws are turned after
the program is completed, and some candidates simply cannot
pass the exit test.

Studies recently completed by Gitomer, Latham, and Ziomek
(1999), ETS®, and ACT® have investigated the relationships
between the SAT® test and ACT, PRAXIS I®, and PRAXIS II®.
Although validity coefficients were not reported, specific trends
and conclusions were drawn from performance on those tests:

1. Composite SAT test scores of education majors who
actually seek a teaching license are considerably higher
than those of their peers who do not seek licensure, and
almost equal to those of the college-bound senior pool.

2. Those who pass licensure tests have significantly higher
SAT test scores than those who do not pass.

3. Elementary education candidates have SAT test scores
similar to those of intended education majors.

4. Content-area candidates have SAT test scores comparable
to their respective peer groups' and significantly higher
than all college-bound seniors.

5. Raising the passing score on the licensure test will increase
the academic caliber of the candidate group.

6. Licensure passing rates for NCATE institutions are
somewhat higher than for non-NCATE institutions.

7. Public institutions have slightly higher passing rates than
private institutions have.

Analyzing college admissions and licensure test performance
retrospectively suggests that licensure tests elevate the
academic ability of the teacher pool. However, the "catch-22"
situation of raising passing scores to ensure academically strong
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teachers—which will simultaneously reduce the supply of
potential teachers, particularly in specific content areas—is
problematic. Further research on the performance of teacher
candidates on admissions and licensure tests by the major
producers of the latter, namely Educational Testing Service and
National Evaluation Systems, must be conducted in order to
have an empirical base to guide policy decisions.

Dessert
Licensed teachers who have taught at least three years, but
usually more, are eligible to take a certification test such as the
one developed by the National Board for Professional Teaching
Standards (NBPTS). Unlike any of the preceding tests in the
meal, this one emphasizes performance by means of
constructed-response items, portfolios, and assessment centers.
It is intended to recognize the "master teacher," not the
"minimum."

Psychometric Issues in Teacher Assessment
The previous description of admissions, licensure, and
certification tests indicates that their purposes are different, but
the impact of raising standards or passing scores will be, at
present, to reduce the candidate pool. The psychometric quality
of these tests in relation to their uses and score interpretations
needs to be addressed inasmuch as (a) their structure contains
constructed-response and performance-assessment formats in
addition to multiple-choice questions, (b) the passing scores set
can have a profound effect on teacher supply, (c) the
relationships among the tests can provide insight into the
quality of the teacher pool, and (d) all of the decisions being
made are high-stakes decisions. The latest revision of the
Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing furnishes
specific guidelines and criteria pertinent to these tests.
Unfortunately, the draft Standards cannot be quoted, and the
publication date of the final version is currently in God's hands.
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However, it is possible to extract some key requirements and
express them as issues or areas needing special attention. Here
are a few, categorized by type of test:

Admissions Tests
1. Reliability and validity evidence related to scoring of

constructed-response item formats

2. Validity evidence relating test scores to teacher preparation
curriculum and instruction

3. Predictive validity evidence relating test scores to student-
outcome performance, especially licensure test scores

Licensure Tests
1. Reliability and validity evidence related to scoring of

constructed-response item formats

2. Rigor and defensibility of methods for setting pass-fail cut
scores

3. Reliability and validity evidence related to cut-score
decisions

4. Validity evidence relating pass-fail performance to teacher
preparation curriculum and instruction

5. Predictive validity evidence related to teaching
performance and certification standards, alone and in
conjunction with other predictors

Certification Tests
1. Reliability and validity evidence related to scoring of

performance assessments

2. Rigor and defensibility of methods for setting pass-fail cut
scores

3. Reliability and validity evidence related to cut-score
decisions

4. Concurrent and construct validity evidence related to
teaching performance standards
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Conclusions
This examination of the high-stakes assessment points in the life
of a teacher suggests a few tentative conclusions:

1. Higher standards on tests for admission to teacher
education programs would probably produce higher-
quality teachers.

2. Higher standards on licensure tests would probably
produce higher-quality teachers.

3. Higher standards on certification tests would probably
produce higher-quality teachers.

4. Executing conclusions (1), (2), and (3) in every state would
significantly curtail the supply of potential teachers and the
gender and ethnic diversity of the teacher workforce.

5. DO NOT pass GO and collect 865 billion francs (which is
$8.17) until you have solved conclusion (4).

6. I know conclusion (5) is not a lot of help, but I needed some
filler in this section.
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